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Magic Partition Recovery: an All-In-One Data 

Recovery Solution 

East Imperial Soft releases Magic Partition Recovery, the company’s top of the line data 

recovery software to help computer users recover information from deleted and corrupted 

partitions and inaccessible storage media. Featuring innovative low-level algorithms for 

accessing the data, Magic Partition Recovery can effectively rebuild corrupted partitions 

and re-create the damaged file system from scratch. This new tools offers smarter 

recovery, analyzing more data sources than competing tools on the market. This approach 

results in a higher recovery rates compared to competing data recovery tools in the same 

class. Magic Partition Recovery supports the recovery of both FAT and NTFS partitions. 

About Magic Partition Recovery 

Magic Partition Recovery is an in-

house data recovery software for 

Windows PCs. Allowing its users to 

recover deleted files and restoring 

missing information from healthy, 

damaged, formatted and 

inaccessible storage media, its 

main target are disks with 

corrupted or deleted partitions, 

missing or damaged file systems. 

Its highly sophisticated low-level 

analysis algorithms literally carve 

the disk for available information, 

effectively reconstructing the 

original partition structure and the 

file system. 

Its highly efficient data recovery techniques are combined with a simple user interface, allowing everyone to 

make use of the product. Featuring an Explorer-like user interface, Magic Partition Recovery makes 

everyone feel at home when browsing deleted information. 

Magic Partition Recovery offers two different recovery modes, effectively becoming is a dual-purpose tool. In 

Quick Recovery mode, the tool will analyze the file system and undelete files and folders in a matter of 

minutes. In Comprehensive Analysis mode, Magic Partition Recovery will carve the disk for traces of 
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available information, effectively restoring data from badly damaged, unreadable and inaccessible storage 

media. 

Content-Aware Disk Analysis 

In Comprehensive Analysis mode, Magic Partition Recovery performs a content-aware analysis of the entire 

disk surface, effectively carving files located on the disk by looking for identifiable signatures. Content-aware 

analysis helps recover several hundred types of files including documents, archives, databases, email 

messages, pictures, music and videos even if no recognizable file system is available. 

 

Compatibility 

Magic Partition Recovery is compatible 

with all 32-bit and 64-bit versions of 

Windows from Windows XP to Windows 7 

and Windows 8. Windows 2003 and 2008 

Server are also supported. Magic Partition 

Recovery recognizes all versions of FAT 

and NTFS file systems. 

Pricing and Availability 

Magic Partition Recovery is immediately 

available. North American pricing starts at $139. Local prices may vary. You can download Partition 

Recovery from manufacturer’s Web site. 

About East Imperial Soft 

Founded in 2002, East Imperial Soft develops data recovery software and supplies a comprehensive lineup 

of recovery tools to Windows users. Constantly researching and implementing innovative disk analysis and 

file recovery techniques, the company maintains leadership in the data recovery industry. The company’s 

extensive range of solutions is readily available for both occasional computer users and seasoned 

professionals. 
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